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Abstract—In this paper we consider a unique word OFDM
(UW-OFDM) system with iterative detection, for which we
explore two soft-input soft-output (SISO) detection algorithms:
A LMMSE detector and a detector based on the generalized
approximate message passing (GAMP) algorithm. For the GAMP
based detector we propose additional simplifications suitable for
UW-OFDM to further reduce the complexity while exhibiting
only a small BER performance loss. As verified by computer
simulations, both algorithms show a significant BER performance
improvement over the iterations. Moreover, the GAMP based
detector with the proposed simplifications outperforms the computational more complex LMMSE detector.
Index Terms—GAMP, iterative detection, SISO LMMSE, UWOFDM

detection provides no performance gain since no correlation
among the subcarriers exists, i.e. no intercarrier interference2
[9]. So far no SISO detectors suitable for UW-OFDM have
been proposed and thus we close this gap and present two
algorithms. Additionally, we provide simplifications for reduced complexity implementations. The main contribution of
our work can be summarized as follows:
•

We apply the concept of iterative detection to UWOFDM. To the best of our knowledge no iterative approach has been considered for UW-OFDM systems.

•

We present SISO detection algorithms, namely a linear
minimum mean square error (LMMSE) detector and
a detector based on the generalized approximate message passing (GAMP) algorithm. For the GAMP based
detector we propose simplifications to further reduce
the complexity. We show that valid simplifications are
obtained for generator matrices (for UW-OFDM symbol
generation) with approximately equal entries.

•

We show through BER simulations, that for generator
matrices with approximately equal elements the GAMP
based detector, after several iterations, outperforms the
LMMSE detector. Additionally, it also has a superior
performance compared to UW-OFDM systems with a
diagonal-like generator matrix, independent of the employed detector.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Unique word - orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(UW-OFDM) is a novel signaling scheme [1], where the
cyclic prefixes (CPs), used by classical OFDM signaling,
are replaced by deterministic sequences, called unique words
(UWs). In contrast to the CP, the UW can be designed to
be used for particular receiver tasks, like channel estimation
and/or synchronization1. Moreover, UW-OFDM achieves a
better bit error rate (BER) performance than CP-OFDM for
typical frequency-selective indoor scenarios [1]. However, this
performance gain comes at the price of higher complexity:
In classical CP-OFDM systems usually simple single-tap
equalization is employed, whereas UW-OFDM requires more
sophisticated detection schemes [2].
Recently, various linear and non-linear detection schemes
were studied for uncoded and coded UW-OFDM in [2]–[6].
The investigations of the coded UW-OFDM systems were
carried out by performing the detection and decoding task onetime. In this work we apply the concept of iterative detection to
UW-OFDM, where reliability (soft) information is exchanged
between a soft-input soft-output (SISO) detector and a SISO
decoder [7], [8]. Since the generation of the UW introduces
correlations among the subcarriers it is expected that the
iterative approach provides a performance improvement compared to non-iterative detection. It is important to note that
for classical CP-OFDM over time-invariant channels, iterative
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1 Nevertheless, the bandwidth efficiency of both approaches is approximately the same [1].

The paper is organized as follows: In Section II we introduce
the UW-OFDM system, including the UW-OFDM symbol
generation and the iterative detection. Section III introduces
the SISO detection algorithms and the proposed simplifications. The BER performance of both algorithms when used
in iterative detection and benchmarks are presented in Section
IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
Notation: We use lower-case bold face variables (a, b, . . . )
to indicate vectors and upper-case bold face variables (A,
B, . . . ) to indicate matrices. The definition diag(a) is used
for a diagonal matrix with the elements of vector a on its
diagonal and I denotes the identity matrix. The transposition
or conjugate transposition of a vector/matrix is denoted (·)T
and (·)H , respectively. And the probability density function of
a Gaussian random vector z is fully described by its mean
µ, Σ ) ∝
vector µ and covariance matrix Σ according to Nz (µ
exp(−(z − µ )HΣ −1 (z − µ )), with ∝ being the proportional
operator.
2 However, in case of intercarrier interference, e.g. due to time-varying
channels, iterative detection is often used for CP-OFDM.

Fig. 1. UW-OFDM system with iterative detection. Note that the blocks Π and Π−1 denote the interleaving and deinterleaving process, respectively.

II. UW-OFDM S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider a coded UW-OFDM communication system as
depicted in Fig. 1.
At the transmitter, a stream of information bits b is encoded
and interleaved yielding the codeword c. For the transmission,
the codeword c is divided into K blocks of length QNd ,
i.e. c = [cT1 , . . . , cTK ]T with ck = [cTk,1 , . . . , cTk,Nd ]T and
T
ck,n = [c1k,n , . . . , cQ
k,n ] . Each bit vector ck,n is mapped to
a complex-valued symbol dk,n∈ S = {α1 , . . . , α2Q } resulting
in the symbol vector dk = [dk,1 , . . . , dk,Nd ]T ∈ CNd ×1 . The
finite symbol alphabet S contains M = |S| = 2Q symbols,
and each symbol αi corresponds to a certain bit pattern
T
si = [s1i , . . . , sQ
i ] . The symbol vector dk is used for the
generation of the kth UW-OFDM symbol, which is briefly
reviewed in the following (for more details see [1]):
An UW-OFDM time
symbol vector of length N
 domain

T T
shall be of the form x̄T
u
,
where
x̄k ∈ C(N −Nu )×1 is the
k
information-bearing part affected by the data symbols. The
vector u ∈ CNu ×1 denotes a predefined sequence at the tail of
each OFDM time domain symbol vector which we call UW.
W.l.o.g., this work only focuses on the case u = 0, a UW
different to the zero word can easily be obtained by a simple
addition, cf. [10]. As in classical OFDM, the symbol vector
dk and the zero subcarriers (usually at the band edges and at
DC) are specified as part of the frequency domain vector x̃k .
In addition UW-OFDM requires the zero-word to be specified
in time domain as part of the vector xk = F−1
N x̃k . FN denotes
2π
the length-N -DFT matrix with elements [FN ]kl = e−j N kl
for k, l = 0, 1, ..., N − 1. The generation of the zeros in
the time domain requires a certain level of redundancy in the
frequency domain. For this purpose let us define a codeword
ak ∈ C(Nd +Nr )×1 with Nr = Nu by
ak = Gdk ,

(1)

where G ∈ C(Nd +Nr )×Nd depicts a complex valued code generator matrix. Furthermore, the insertion of the zero subcarriers
is modeled as x̃k = Bak , where B ∈ {0, 1}N ×(Nd+Nr ) consists

of zero-rows at the positions of the zero subcarriers, and
of appropriate unit row vectors at the positions of occupied
subcarriers. With these definitions the system of equations

−1
T
T T
F−1
.
N x̃k = xk takes on the form FN BGdk = x̄k 0
In order that the zero UW is generated for every possible data
vector dk , G has thus to fulfill the constraint
 
∗
−1
.
(2)
FN BG =
0
In non-systematically encoded UW-OFDM [11], the generator matrix takes on the form
 
I
G=A
,
(3)
T
where A ∈ R(Nd +Nr )×(Nd +Nr ) and T ∈ CNr ×Nd . Inserting (3)
into (2) yields
   
I
∗
−1
FN BA
=
.
(4)
T
0
 M11 M12 
With M = F−1
N BA =
M21 M22 , where Mij are appropriate sized sub-matrices, the constraint in (4) is automatically fulfilled for any matrix A by simply choosing
T = −M−1
22 M21 .
The matrix A can be arbitrarily chosen and thus provides
the degrees of freedom for an optimization of G w.r.t. a
specific cost function. In [11] the steepest descent algorithm
has been utilized to find generator matrices that minimize
the sum of the error covariances on the subcarriers after
LMMSE detection in an additional white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) scenario. For the AWGN case there exist infinitely
many optimum generator matrices which all show the same
performance. However, different initializations of A in the
steepest descent algorithm lead to different generator matrices
which may then perform very differently in case of a multipath
environment instead of AWGN. Two exemplary generator
matrices are shown in Fig. 2. Whereas G′ distributes a data
symbol mainly (however, not exclusively) locally and thus
shows similarities to a classical OFDM system, G′′ spreads
the energy of a data symbol approximately uniformly over all
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Fig. 2. Absolute values of the entries of exemplary generator matrices G′
and G′′ with Nd = 36 and Nr = 16 [11]. The value increases with increasing
darkness of the element.

subcarriers and thus behaves similar to a single carrier system.
Given an appropriate generator matrix, the kth transmit
symbol in the time domain follows to
−1
xk = FN
BGdk .

(5)

Consequently, the kth received UW-OFDM symbol in the
frequency domain and hence our system model follows as
yk = Hk Gdk + wk ,

(6)

where Hk ∈ C(Nd +Nr )×(Nd +Nr ) denotes the diagonal channel
matrix which contains the sampled channel frequency response
on its main diagonal, excluding the entries corresponding
to zero subcarriers. The channel matrix Hk originates from
c
N ×N
Hk = BT FN Hck F−1
denotes a cyclic
N B, where Hk ∈ R
convolution matrix with the zero-padded channel impulse
response vector hk ∈ CN ×1 in its first column, and the noise
vector wk ∈ CN ×1 follows a complex Gaussian distribution
Nwk (0, σ 2 I).
The SISO detector computes, based on the received signal
yk , the channel state information (Hk and σ 2 ) and the a priori
information from the decoder, the extrinsic log-likelihoods
ratios (LLRs) λext (cqk,n ) for each code bit cqk,n of the kth UWOFDM symbol, which are collected in the vector λ ext
k . The
LLRs of all UW-OFDM symbols are combined in the vector
λ ext , that, after deinterleaving, is passed to the SISO decoder.
ext
The decoder computes extrinsic LLRs λ ′ , which become a
prio
priori probabilities Pk after interleaving and soft mapping
[8]. A cycle of feed back information from the decoder to the
detector, followed by detection and decoding, is referred to as
one iteration. If a maximum number of iterations is reached
the channel decoder provides a hard-output estimate of the
transmitted information bit stream b̂.
Throughout this paper, we assume perfect knowledge of the
channel matrix Hk and the noise variance σ 2 . In what follows,
we consider only a single UW-OFDM symbol and thus skip
the index k (e.g., λext (cqk,n ) =
b λext (cqn )).
III. S OFT- INPUT S OFT-O UTPUT D ETECTOR
The extrinsic LLRs are computed by the detector according
to [12]:

P

p(y|dn = αi )

′

P prio (cqn = sqi )
′

Q

P prio (cqn = sqi )
′

′

q′ 6=q

 Q

′
′
−|αi −mext
n |
P prio (cqn = sqi )
exp
v ext

∀αi :sqi =0

n
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 Q
, (7)
′
′
−|αi −mext
n |
prio (cq = sq )
P
exp
n
ext
i
v
q′ 6=q

where p(y|dn = αi ) is the likelihood function and P prio (cqn )
denotes the a priori probability of each code bit cqn , which
is included in the vector Pprio
(see Fig. 1). The sum over
k
all P
symbols αi ∈ S, P
for which sqi = 0 and sqi = 1 is denoted
by ∀αi :sq =0 and ∀αi :sq =1 , respectively. The parameters
i
i
ext
mext
n and vn corresponds to the extrinsic mean and the
extrinsic variance. For the computation of (7), we employ the
SISO LMMSE detector and a detection algorithm based on
generalized approximate message passing (GAMP), which are
detailed in following.
A. SISO LMMSE Detector
For non-iterative detection it was shown in [2] that the
LMMSE detector provides a good trade-off between performance and computational complexity. Thus, we consider the
SISO LMMSE detector as a reference, and briefly summarize
the SISO LMMSE detector in Tab. I for the system model in
(6) based on the derivations in [12]. The algorithm is obtained
by temporarily assuming dn to be a Gaussian random variable
prio
[9], [12], completely described by the mean mn and variance
prio
vn (see Step 1). This may cause a performance loss (see
Section IV) since the symbols dn in (6) are originally taken
from the discrete alphabet S. The complexity of the LMMSE
detector is mainly determined by the Nd×Nd matrix inversion
in (10) (see Step 2 in Tab. I) leading to the complexity O(Nd3 ).
Note that for classical CP-OFDM (10) reduces to the inversion
of a diagonal matrix since G = I, leading to the well-known
single-tap equalization.
B. SISO Detector based on the GAMP algorithm
We employ the sum-product GAMP algorithm [13], which
is an approximation of the loopy belief propagation to compute MMSE estimates [9]. By providing several heuristic
approximations, the GAMP algorithm enables a computational
efficient way to compute the extrinsic parameters mext
n and
vnext without using a Gaussian assumption on the symbols
dn . This is illustrated by comparing Step 1 in Tab. II
and Tab. I. The LMMSE detector directly approximates the
prior probability P prio as Gaussian distribution. In contrast,
the GAMP approximates the a posteriori probabilities P post ,
which accounts for discrete a priori probabilities P prio . Note
that the approximation of P post is justified for strong correlations among the OFDM subcarriers and is based on the
central limit theorem (see [14]). The GAMP algorithm is
summarized in Tab. I for the system model in (6) based on the
derivations in [13], [15]. In Step 2 and 4 of Tab. II we propose

TABLE I
SISO LMMSE D ETECTOR FOR UW-OFDM
•
•

TABLE II
SISO D ETECTOR BASED ON THE GAMP ALGORITHM FOR UW-OFDM

Input {P prio (dn= αi ), i = 1, . . . ,M and n = 1, . . . , Nd }, H, G, σ2
prio
Step 1 Compute a priori mean mprio
n and variance vn
mprio
n =

M
X

αi P prio (dn = αi )

M
X

2 prio
|αi − mprio
(dn = αi ).
n | P

•
•
•

(8)

Input {P prio (dn= αi ), i = 1, . . . ,M and n = 1, . . . , Nd }, H, G, σ2
Initialization τr−1
n = 0, rn = 0 for n = 1, . . . , Nd , and u = 0, Z = HG
(zj,n denotes the element of matrix Z in the jth row and nth column)
′
Step 1 Compute mean m′n and variance vn

i=1

prio
vn
=

m′n =

•

prio
prio
[m1 , . . . , mN ]T ,
d

prio
prio
= diag([v1 , . . . , vN ]).
d
ext
ext
mn and variance vn

with
=
Step 3 Compute extrinsic mean

−1
ext
post
prio
vn
= 1/vn
− 1/vn


ext
post
prio prio
mext
mpost
,
n = vn
n /vn − mn /vn

(14)

M
X

|αi − m′n |2 P post (dn = αi )

(15)

i=1

with
Pi
P post (dn = αi ) = PM

i′ =1

and

Vprio

post

•

′
vn
=

Step 2 Compute a posteriori mean vector mpost and covariance matrix
Vpost

−1
1
−1
(10)
Vpost = Vprio
+ 2 GH HH HG
σ
1
mpost = mprio + 2 Vpost GH HH (y − HGmprio ),
(11)
σ
mprio

αi P post (dn = αi )

i=1

(9)

i=1

•

M
X

Pi = P prio (dn = αi ) exp(−τr−1
|αi − rn |2 ).
n
•

Nd
X

′
|zj,n |2 vn
,

(18)

p = Zm′ − Λτp u,

(19)

τpj =

(13)

(17)

Step 2 Compute pj and τpj

(12)

n=1

post

where mn denotes the nth entry of the vector mpost and vn is the
nth diagonal element of the matrix Vpost .
Output Compute extrinsic LLR for each code bit cqn using (7)

additional simplifications suitable for the UW-OFDM system
to further reduce the computational complexity. It can be seen
that the most cumbersome operation is the computation of
Z = H G, leading to a complexity of O(Nd2 ). Thus, we
achieved a significant complexity reduction compared to the
LMMSE detector. However, the GAMP algorithm requires
inner iterations.

(16)

Pi′

with p = [p1 , . . . , pNd +Nr
diag([τp1 , . . . , τpNd +Nr ]).

]T ,

m′

=

[m′1 , . . . , m′Nd ]T

and Λτp =

If
of G are approximately equal, i.e. |gj,n |2 ≈
P the all elements
2
∀j,n |gj,n | /((Nd + Nr )Nd ) = 1/(Nd + Nr ), the following
simplification can be applied
τpj = v̄|hj |2 ,

with v̄ = (Nd + Nr )−1

Nd
X

′
vn
,

(20)

n=1

•

where the jth diagonal element of H is denoted by hj . Note v̄ is
different from v̄ defined in Step 2 for the LMMSE detection algorithm.
Step 3 Compute uj and τuj
τuj = (σ2 + τpj )−1
u = Λτu (y − p),

IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
The parameters of the simulated system are adapted to
current wireless local area network (WLAN) standards and
are as follows: N = 64, Nd = 36, Nr = Nu = 16, sampling
frequency fs = 20 MHz, DFT period TDFT = 3.2 µs, guard
duration TGI = 800 ns. The index set of the zero subcarriers
is {0, 27, 28,...,37}. A convolutional encoder with rate 1/2,
constraint length 7 and the generator polynomial (133,171) is
utilized as channel code, and QPSK serves as symbol alphabet
S. The presented simulation results are obtained by averaging
over 104 channel realizations featuring an average delay spread
of 100 ns. The channel impulse responses are modeled as
tapped delay lines, each tap with uniformly distributed phase
and Rayleigh distributed magnitude, and with power decaying
exponentially. The channel instances are normalized to unit
energy, for details we refer to [16].
The BER performance of the LMMSE detector and the
GAMP based detector is depicted in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4,
respectively. Note that for the GAMP based detector we use
five inner iterations. We observed (results not shown in this
paper) for both algorithms that the main performance gain
is achieved between the first and the second iteration and
no further improvement is obtained after the third iteration.
Hence, we only consider the first and the third iteration.

(21)

•

(22)

=
diag([τu1 , . . . , τuNd +Nr ])
with Λτu
[u1 , . . . , uNd +Nr ]T .
Step 4 Compute rn and τrn
−1

Nd +Nr
X
2
τrn = 
|zj,n | τuj 

and

u

=

(23)

j=1

r = m′ + Λrn ZH u,

(24)

where Λrn = diag(τr1 , . . . , τrNd ).
If |gj,n |2 ≈ 1/(Nd + Nr ) is fulfilled the following simplification can
be applied


Nd +Nr

τr1 = . . . = τrNd = (Nd + Nr ) 

•

X

j=1

−1

|hj |2 τuj 

(25)

If the maximum number of iterations is not reached go to Step 1,
otherwise continue with the Output step.
ext = τ , mext = r .
Output Compute extrinsic LLR using (7) with vn
n
rn
n

Note, that in the first iteration no feed back from the decoder
is available. As benchmarks we provide the performance of
classical CP-OFDM, using the parameters in [1] (Table I),
and the AWGN-bound, which is the performance of an UWOFDM system over an AWGN channel. It is shown in Fig. 3
that UW-OFDM outperforms classical CP-OFDM. This is due
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Fig. 3. Coded BER performance of an UW-OFDM system with LMMSE
detector over several iterations.

Fig. 5. Coded BER comparison between the LMMSE detector and the GAMP
based detector.
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Fig. 4. Coded BER performance of an UW-OFDM system with a GAMP
based detector over several iterations.

to fact that the preprocessing with G′ or G′′ can be interpreted
as a combination of precoding and inserting an additional level
of redundancy that can be exploited at the receiver. However, a
low rate channel code on top of G′′ provides only a low coding
gain, while classical CP-OFDM achieves a high coding gain
[11]. Thus, the difference between UW-OFDM with G′′ (no
iteration) and CP-OFDM is small. Moreover it can be observed
that the AWGN bound is not reached. This is due the severe
channels, which are included in the 104 channel realizations
that are generated for the simulations (also moderate fading
channels). Similar observations have been made for severe
intersymbol interference channels in [8]. The above discussion
also holds for the GAMP based detector.
In Fig. 3 only the first iteration is depicted for G′ since we
observed no notable BER improvement over the iterations.
This behavior comes from the fact that an UW-OFDM system
with G′ is similar to classical CP-OFDM, having its main
elements located around the diagonal. With the matrix G′′ a
significant improvement can be observed, achieving a performance gain between the first and the third iteration of 1.4 dB at
BER = 10−6 . Similar to [11] it is shown that G′ outperforms

G′′ , when no iteration is employed. This is due to the fact that
for low coding rates the coding gain for G′ is higher than for
G′′ . However, after three iterations the BER performance of
an UW-OFDM system with G′′ is similar to a system using
G′ .
A similar behavior as for the LMMSE detector can be observed in Fig. 4 for the GAMP based detector. Additionally, the
proposed simplifications only suffer a slight performance loss
and the small error floor likely stems from the approximations
made in the derivations of the GAMP algorithm (see [13] for
more details.) In contrast to the LMMSE, the iterative system
using G′′ outperforms the non-iterative UW-OFDM system
with G′ .
Note that the good BER performance of detectors on a
system with G′ without iterations is due to the fact that
the UW-OFDM system appears to be similar to a classical
CP-OFDM system. Such systems outperform single carrier
systems (which are similar to UW-OFDM using G′′ ) for
channel codes with low code rates.
Finally, Fig. 5 compares the LMMSE and the GAMP
based detector. The proposed simplification for the GAMP
algorithm (see Table II) only holds for generator matrices
with approximately equal entries. Since the entries of G′ are
concentrated around the main diagonal, the simplification is
not valid, resulting in a large performance loss. When not using
the simplifications in the GAMP based detector, the LMMSE
detector outperforms the GAMP detector for G′ . This is due
to the fact that the GAMP is derived with approximations that
assume a strong correlation among the subcarriers which is not
the case for the matrix G′ . For G′′ the situation is different
since the entries are approximately equal and thus the GAMP
based detector performs better than the LMMSE detector.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
For an UW-OFDM system with iterative detection, we have
proposed two SISO detection algorithms, namely a LMMSE
detector and a GAMP based detector. For the GAMP based
detector we have presented additional simplifications suitable
for UW-OFDM to further reduce the computational complexity

while suffering only a marginal performance loss. Through
computer simulations we were able to show that for the same
generator matrix type the GAMP based detector, after several
iterations, outperforms the LMMSE detector and an UWOFDM system employing a diagonal-like generator matrix.
This behavior was explained with the fact that a densely filled
UW-OFDM generator matrix with approximately equal entries
fulfills the assumptions made by the GAMP method. Thus, we
conclude that for a generator matrix with approximately equal
entries the GAMP algorithm with the proposed approximation
should be applied, yielding a low-complexity algorithm with
appealing performance.
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